Distinguished Faculty and Staff Awards
Frederick A.P. Barnard Distinguished Professorships
Frederick A.P. Barnard Distinguished Professors are recognized for their excellence in teaching and research.
- **ALICE M CLARK** - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA, FREDERICK A.P. BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACOGENOSY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITA (1998)
- **WINTHROP D JORDAN** - WILLIAM F WINTER PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND PROFESSOR OF AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES (1998)
- **WILLIAM FRANKLIN SHUHGART** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ECONOMICS (1998)
- **SAM SHU-YI WANG** - DIR EMER, NCCH & FAP BARNARD, DIST PROF EMER OF MECH ENGIN (1988)

College of Liberal Arts - Instructor of the Year
The award was created in 2011. They are recognized during the commencement ceremony, have their names added to a plaque, and receive $1,000. Eligibility is limited to instructors, lecturers, senior lecturers, and instructional assistant professors.
- **Irene K Cotelo** - LECTURER IN SPANISH (2018)
- **Carey Bernini Dowling** - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (2017)
- **Matthew Leigh Murray** - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY (2016)
- **Karen Fatula Forgette** - LECTURER IN COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC AND ASSISTANT CHAIR (2015)
- **Joan Wylie Hall** - SENIOR LECTURER IN ENGLISH (2014)
- **Michael Carl Rainies** - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF TESL (2013)
- **Ivonne Jeanette Whitehead** - SENIOR LECTURER IN SPANISH (2012)
- **KATHERINE R FIELDS** - INSTRUCTOR IN ART (2011)

College of Liberal Arts New Scholar Award
This award will be presented annually to untenured, tenure- track professorial rank faculty members in the College who have demonstrated exemplary performance in research, scholarship, and/or creative achievement.
- **Darren E Grem** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF UNITED STATES SOUTH HISTORY (2018)
- **Thomas Allan Peattie** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC (2018)
- **James Michael Thomas** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY (2018)
- **Davita Watkins** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (2018)
- **Jared Heath Delcamp** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (2017)
- **Derrick Avin Harriell** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES (2017)
- **Joshua Robert Hendrickson** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS (2017)
- **Matthew R Wilson** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF THEATRE AND FILM (2017)

College of Liberal Arts - Outstanding Teacher of the Year
In 1985, the College of Liberal Arts began this award to recognize faculty members who demonstrate excellence of class instruction, intellectual stimulation of students, and concern for students welfare.
- **Niithi Vilij Mallit** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP (2018)
- **Matthew L Long** - PROFESSOR OF ART AND ART HISTORY (2017)
- **Gerard J Buskes** - PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS (2016)
- **Judson D Watson** - ACTING CHAIR AND HOWRY CHAIR IN FAULKNER STUDIES AND PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2014)
- **Felice A Coles** - PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2013)
- **Susan Diane Pedigo** - PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (2012)
- **Beth Ann Fennelly** - PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2011)
- **Jason E Koldt** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2010)
- **Ross Jay Haenfler** - ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY (2009)
- **SHERI F RIEHT** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ART (2007)
- **John R Neff** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY (2005)
- **Samir A Husni** - PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM, HEDERMAN LECTURER AND DIRECTOR OF MAGAZINE INNOVATION CENTER (2002)
The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and/or creative achievement at the national/international level.

- **Danelli L Mattern** - PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (1998)
- **COLBY H KULLMAN** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (1995)
- **Talmage James Reid** - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS (1994)
- **Donald L Dyer** - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (1992)
- **Sheila Skemp** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY (1985)
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**College of Liberal Arts Research, Scholarship, and Creative Achievement Award**

This award will be presented annually to tenured faculty members in the College in recognition of sustained exemplary performance in research, scholarship, and/or creative achievement at the national/international level.

- **Nathan I Hammer** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (2018)
- **Todd A Smitherman** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (2018)
- **Emanuele Berti** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY (2017)

**School of Applied Sciences - Thomas A. Crowe Award**

- **Jeremy Paul Loenneke** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2017)
- **Paul Dinneen Loprinzi** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2016)
- **John C Garner** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2014)
- **John C Garner** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2013)
- **Linda Denise Keena** - INTERIM CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE (2012)
- **Bradley Thomas Crowe** - DIRECTOR OF THE SPEECH & HEARING CENTER AND INSTRUCTOR (2011)
- **YOUKHOON KIM** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT (2010)
- **Anne K Bomba** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT (2009)
- **Melinda Wells Valliant** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT (2008)
- **Kathy B Knight** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT (2007)
- **Scott G Owens** - PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2007)
- **Mary Allison Ford-Wade** - PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2006)
- **Debra J Moore** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA, SOCIAL WORK & FIELD EDUCATION DIRECTOR (2005)
- **Kimberly Shackelford** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK (2005)
- **Mary Allison Ford-Wade** - PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2004)
- **Jeffrey S Hallam** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN HEALTH, EXERCISE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2004)
- **Chester L Quarles** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE (2004)

**Award for Excellence in Promoting Inclusiveness in Graduate Education**

- **Maurice R Efink** - ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF ACCREDITATION (2013)
- **Walter E Cleland** - ASSOCIATE CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (2012)
- **Kirsten A Dellingner** - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY (2012)
- **Gerard J Buskes** - PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS (2011)
- **Michael W Johansson** - DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS (2008)
- **Alan M Gross** - PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (2007)

**Distinguished Research and Creative Achievement Award**

- **Marc Slattery** - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, DIRECTOR OF NIUST (2018)
- **Alice M Clark** - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA, FREDERICK A.P. BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACOGNOSY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITA (2017)
- **Ikhlas A Khan** - DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR; RESEARCH
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PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS (2016)

- Mahmoud A Elsohly - RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS (2013)

- ATEF Z ELSHERBENI - ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS FOR RESEARCH AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS AND PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2012)

- Dale L Flesher - ASSOCIATE DEAN, PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND BURNS CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2011)

- Larry A Walker - DIRECTOR EMERITUS, NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS, RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES; PROFESSOR EMERITUS, PHARMACOLOGY; AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR EMERITUS FOR BASIC RESEARCH (2009)
- SAM SHU-YI WANG - DIR EMER, NCCHE & FAP BARNARD, DIST PROF EMER OF MECH ENGIN (2008)

Excellence in Advising Award - Office of the Provost
To recognize outstanding academic advising by a faculty member and to demonstrate the University of Mississippi’s commitment to excellent advising.

- Byunghyun Jang - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE (2016)
- Jennifer Leigh Phillips - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR RETENTION (2016)
- Crystal Armstrong Dunn - COORDINATOR OF ADVISING, RECRUITEMENT AND RETENTION (2014)
- Cathy A Grace - ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING (2014)
- Carmen Elizabeth Riggan - ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN (2013)
- Kerri D Scott - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF FORENSIC CHEMISTRY (2013)
- Jason Dale Hoeksema - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY (2012)
- Donna J Patterson - ACADEMIC COUNSELOR II (2012)
- Andrew Rhodes Clinton - ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR (2011)
- David J McCaffrey - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2011)
- ERIN FINDLEY MILLER - ACADEMIC COUNSELOR (2010)
- CYRIL HART ROSENBLATT - ACADEMIC COUNSELOR (2010)

Staff Council Award - Overall

- Anne Dorsey McCauley - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY (2017)
- Andrea Maria Jekabsons - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES (2016)
- Nora M Ingram - CUSTODIAN (2015)
- FELISA PORTER REDMOND - SUPERINTENDENT OF CUSTODIAL SERVICES (2014)
- Joseph M Meurrier - PHYSICAL THERAPIST (2012)
- Dawn Anne Bullion - ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR I (2011)
- JOSHUA L DAVIS - ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC (2010)
- Michele Buford Kimmons - CUSTODIAN II (2008)
- Doris E Hodge - PROGRAM ASSISTANT (2007)
- Alice Sue Keiser - SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE CHANCELLOR (2006)

Staff Council Award - EEO1

- Anthony Paul Ammeter - DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH & CONTINUING STUDIES, ASSOCIATE PROVOST, DEAN OF GENERAL STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT & MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (2017)
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- **Jeffery Thomas McManus** - DIRECTOR OF LANDSCAPE SERVICES, AIRPORT OPERATIONS AND GOLF COURSE OPERATIONS (2016)
- **Linda F Chitwood** - ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITA FOR OUTREACH AND CONTINUING STUDIES, DEAN EMERITA, AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (2015)
- **BRADFORD BAKER** - (2014)
- **Leslie Ann Banahan** - ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS (2013)
- **CHRISTINE SUE WALLACE** - DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY AND PUBLIC EVENTS (2012)
- **Noel E Wilkin** - PROVOST & EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2011)
- **Morris H Stocks** - PROFESSOR AND DON JONES CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2010)
- **Ian G Banner** - DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES PLANNING AND UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT (2008)
- **Gloria D Kellum** - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA FOR UNIV RELATIONS AND PROFESSOR (2007)
- **JOHNNY M WILLIAMS** - VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE (2006)
- **Kathryn F Gates** - CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER EMERITA (2005)
- **Ian G Banner** - DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES PLANNING AND UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT (2008)
- **Gloria D Kellum** - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA FOR UNIV RELATIONS AND PROFESSOR (2007)
- **JOHNNY M WILLIAMS** - VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE (2006)
- **Kathryn F Gates** - CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER EMERITA (2005)
- **Jeffery Thomas McManus** - DIRECTOR OF LANDSCAPE SERVICES, AIRPORT OPERATIONS AND GOLF COURSE OPERATIONS (2016)
- **Linda F Chitwood** - ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITA FOR OUTREACH AND CONTINUING STUDIES, DEAN EMERITA, AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (2015)
- **BRADFORD BAKER** - (2014)
- **Leslie Ann Banahan** - ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS (2013)
- **CHRISTINE SUE WALLACE** - DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY AND PUBLIC EVENTS (2012)
- **Noel E Wilkin** - PROVOST & EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2011)
- **Morris H Stocks** - PROFESSOR AND DON JONES CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2010)
- **Ian G Banner** - DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES PLANNING AND UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT (2008)
- **Gloria D Kellum** - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA FOR UNIV RELATIONS AND PROFESSOR (2007)
- **JOHNNY M WILLIAMS** - VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE (2006)
- **Kathryn F Gates** - CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER EMERITA (2005)
- **ULMER T BULLOCK** - DIRECTOR OF AUXILIARY SERVICES (2002)
- **Pamela K Roy** - DIRECTOR EMERITA OF BUDGET (2001)
- **Marc K Showalter** - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION (2000)
- **LARRY D RIDGEWAY** - VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS (1999)
- **ELDRID HODGE** - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES (1997)
- **Mary Ann Connell** - UNIVERSITY ATTORNEY EMERITA AND INSTRUCTOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION (1995)
- **ROBERT W DOWDY** - CONTROLLER EMERITUS (1994)
- **WILLIAM B KINGERY** - DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS RECREATION EMERITUS (1993)
- **David K Wells** - SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FOR COMPLIANCE EMERITUS (1991)
- **LEONE DAVIS KING** - ASSISTANT EMERITA TO THE CHANCELLOR (1990)

**Staff Council Award - EEO2**
- **Premalatha Balachandran** - SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST (2015)

**Staff Council Award - EEO3**
- **Destra Ann Wiley** - APPLICATIONS ANALYST I (2017)
- **Jennifer Leigh Phillips** - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR RETENTION (2016)
- **Rebecca Lauck Cleary** - COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST (2013)
- **Andrea Maria Jekabsons** - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES (2012)
- **DEBORAH PURNELL** - COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST (2011)
- **Penny D Leeton** - COORDINATOR OF SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE (2010)
- **Anita C Randle** - RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION ADVISOR (2008)
- **Jean Guyton Gispen** - STAFF PHYSICIAN (2007)
- **Elizabeth D Stidham** - SPONSORED PROGRAMS ACCOUNTANT (2006)
- **JONNIE W FITCH** - SENIOR PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR (2005)
- **ONICE CARTER** - SAP TRAINING COORDINATOR (2004)
- **Larry T Agostinelli** - GRAPHIC DESIGNER II (2003)
- **Tina H Hahn** - DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS FOR UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT (2001)
- **DONNA H PATTON** - ASSISTANT TO THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR UNIVERSITY RELATIONS (2000)
- **MAX R MILLER** - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF PROJECTS (1999)
- **RICHARD B THURLOW** - SYSTEMS ANALYST (1998)
- **ALBERT D POWELL** - STAFF PHYSICIAN (1997)
- **G AL FENGER** - SENIOR ACCOUNTANT (1996)
- **BREnda C WIMBErLEY** - SOFTWARE DEVELOPER IV (1992)
- **JANETTE HUMBER ROBERTSON** - VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN JOURNALISM (1991)

**Staff Council Award - EEO4**
- **Susan Mann Foust** - EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT (2017)
- **Kimberly Barnes** - OPERATIONS MANAGER-DEVELOPMENT (2016)
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• Steven Wayne Ridout - INTERNAL AUDITOR (2015)
• SHELLEY B MORRISON - STAFF ASSISTANT II (2014)
• CASEY STAUBER - STAFF ASSISTANT (2013)
• DOROTHY ELAINE LITTLE - SENIOR SECRETARY (2012)
• Sheree G Jones - ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY II (2011)
• Loretta Sledge Thomas - PROCUREMENT ASSISTANT II (2010)
• Belinda K Redmond - PROCUREMENT ASSISTANT II (2009)
• QUINTON FOREMAN - ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT (2008)
• JOHNNIE LEE LOGAN - SUPPLY CLERK (2007)
• BEVERLY A SEAMAN - SUPERVISOR - GOLF PRO SHOP (2006)
• ANN DAVIS HITCHCOCK - ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR (2005)
• MARILYN ELIZABETH ALLEN - SENIOR SECRETARY (2004)
• Leteria McDonald - COORDINATOR OF TESTING SERVICES (2003)
• BARBARA G HUDSON - SUPPLY CLERK (2002)
• JIMMIE S BRIDGES - PRINTING EXPEDITOR (2001)
• SHIRLEY ANDERSON PEGUES - EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT (2000)
• BETTY PATTON - SENIOR PROCUREMENT ASSISTANT (1999)
• BETTY M BROWN - SENIOR ADMISSIONS RECEPTIONIST (1998)
• FRANCINE R GREEN - SR ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY (1997)
• MARTHA P BOWLES - EXECUTIVE SECRETARY (1996)
• Brenda P Brannan - EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT (1995)
• MARGARET C FIELD - SECRETARY (1995)
• MARGIE M DOUGLAS - EXECUTIVE SECRETARY (1991)
• Bonita P Brown - PROJECT COORDINATOR (1990)

Staff Council Award - EEO5
• Amanda Howard Blair - NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR (2017)
• Jason T Mangrum - INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS TECHNICIAN (2016)
• Martha Carolyn Dollarhide - SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER (2014)
• Jeffery Anthony Hubbard - NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR (2013)
• Ronald E Ellis - TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN II (2012)
• Vernita J Ivy - PRODUCTION CONTROL CLERK (2011)
• Precious Pratt Thompson - ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR I (2010)
• Jody G Allen - TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN, OUTSIDE PLANT (2009)
• CORNELIUS EDWARD JONES - APPRENTICE IV MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN (2008)
• Walter J Pardoe - NETWORK ANALYST II (2007)
• NAVEENKUMAR AMRADI - NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR (2006)
• MARY ANN CORBETT-JONES - MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN (2005)
• MICHAEL J MYRICK - NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR (2004)
• LEE H DEAN - MANAGER OF TECHNOLOGY AND INTERACTIVE SERVICES (2003)
• BETHANY PETERSON - SENIOR RESEARCH TECHNICIAN (2002)
• JEFFREY W HOWELL - COMPUTER TECHNICIAN (2001)
• Earnie M Harrison - COMPUTER HARDWARE SPECIALIST (2000)
• Robert L Frierson - ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (1999)
• JOHN J SCHUSTER - ELECTRONICS ENGINEER (1998)
• JIMMY C MOORHEAD - SENIOR COMPUTER OPERATOR (1997)
• POINDEXTER E BARNES - NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR (1996)
• JOHN B COOK - ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (1995)
• DAVID L BAUMBAUGH - NETWORK ANALYST (1994)
• Larry Armstead - TECHNICAL SPECIALIST II (1993)
• MARTHA A DEAL - SENIOR RADIO DISPATCHER (1992)
• Jerry F Tuttle - MANAGER OF COMPUTER OPERATIONS (1991)
• JOHN B WORLEY - MANAGER OF COMPUTER OPERATIONS (1990)

Staff Council Award - EEO6
• Terrance Terrel Brown - CARPENTER (2017)
• JONATHAN JOE POTTS - SENIOR PLUMBER (2016)
• WILLARD E FRAZIER - CARPENTER (2015)
• DANNY W COOPER - SIGN MAKER (2014)
• Rufus Clyde Tubbs - CARPENTER (2013)
- **Don L Callahand** - SIGN MAKER (2012)
- **Corey L Jones** - PAINTER II (2011)
- **Michael Leon Snider** - CARPENTER (2010)
- **Edgar L Moore** - SIGN MAKER II (2009)
- **Stephen L Moore** - MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN (2008)
- **James E Sykes** - CARPENTER (2007)
- **Thomas L Hensley** - LOCKSMITH SUPERVISOR (2005)
- **Paul D Scoggins** - CARPENTER (2002)
- **Pauline L Beard** - LOCKSMITH (2001)
- **Douglas H Ferrell** - PLUMBING SHOP SUPERVISOR (1998)
- **Larry D Austin** - CARPENTER (1997)
- **Thurman K Edwards** - BOILER SHOP SUPERVISOR (1994)
- **Joe J Maples** - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR-UNIVERSITY PUBLISHING CENTER (1993)
- **Steven Mark Davis** - MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR (1991)
- **G L Tatum** - FURNITURE REPAIRER (1990)

Staff Council Award - EEO7
- **Sandra K Phillips** - CUSTODIAN (2017)
- **Sheila Ann Lewis** - CUSTODIAN (2016)
- **Jerry Harden** - CUSTODIAN II (2015)
- **Oscar Terrell Parham** - SUPERINTENDENT OF CUSTODIAL SERVICES (2014)
- **Deloris Thompson** - CUSTODIAL SUPERVISOR (2013)
- **Michele Buford Kimmons** - CUSTODIAN II (2012)
- **Beverly J Martin** - CUSTODIAN (2011)
- **Sandra K Phillips** - CUSTODIAN (2010)
- **Desser B Smith** - CUSTODIAL SUPERVISOR (2009)
- **Alice L Frison** - CUSTODIAL SUPERVISOR (2008)
- **Lois Ann Mcgee-Padilla** - CUSTODIAN (2007)
- **Mattie P Young** - SENIOR CUSTODIAN (2006)
- **Hubert Murray** - CUSTODIAN (2005)
- **Felisa Porter Redmond** - SUPERINTENDENT OF CUSTODIAL SERVICES (2003)
- **Terry D Blackburn** - SUPERINTENDENT OF CUSTODIAL SERVICES (2002)
- **Ruby M Logan** - SENIOR CUSTODIAN (2001)
- **Doyle Logan** - CUSTODIAN (2000)
- **Lucienne B Savell** - DATA ENTRY SUPERVISOR (1998)
- **Edna R Dickens** - SENIOR CUSTODIAN (1997)
- **Marlene Shaw** - SENIOR CUSTODIAN (1996)
- **Gerald Leon Bishop** - MATERIAL CONTROL SUPERVISOR (1994)
- **Bonnie Clyde Lewis** - SENIOR CUSTODIAN (1992)

School of Engineering, Junior Faculty Research Award
- **Esteban Urena Benavides** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (2018)
- **Matthew Arthur Morrison** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2017)
- **Adam Eugene Smith** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND ACADEMIC DIRECTOR OF GENERAL ENGINEERING (2016)
- **Byunghyun Jang** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE (2015)
- **Cristiane Juluzu Queiroz Surbeck** - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC & STUDENT AFFAIRS IN THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING (2014)
- **Elizabeth Kaya Ervin** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING (2012)
- **Yixin Chen** - PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE (2011)
- **Ahmed Hajmohammad-Khalil Al-Ostaz** - BREVARD FAMILY CHAIR IN CIVIL ENGINEERING, PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR GRAPHENE RESEARCH & INNOVATION (2010)
- **Ellen Lackey** - PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS RESEARCH GROUP TEST FACILITIES (2009)
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• Fan Yang - ADJUNCT RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2008)
• Mustafa Muhammad Mataligah - PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2006)
• GAREY A FOX - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING (2005)
• Alexander Borisovitch Yakovlev - PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2003)

School of Engineering, Senior Faculty Research Award
• Alexander Borisovitch Yakovlev - PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2018)
• Wei-Yin Chen - PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (2017)
• Lei Cao - PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2016)
• Waheed Uddin - PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR ADVANCED INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY (2015)
• NITIN RAJU MANTENA - (2014)
• Ahmed Hajmohammad-Khalil Al-Ostaz - BREVARD FAMILY CHAIR IN CIVIL ENGINEERING, PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR GRAPHENE RESEARCH & INNOVATION (2012)
• ATEF Z ELSHERBENI - ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS FOR RESEARCH AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS AND PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2011)
• Wei-Yin Chen - PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (2009)
• Prabhakar R Mantena - PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (2008)
• SAM SHU-YI WANG - DIR EMER, NCCE & FAP BARNARD, DIST PROF EMER OF MECH ENGIN (2007)
• ATEF Z ELSHERBENI - ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS FOR RESEARCH AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS AND PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (2006)
• AHMED KISHK - DIR OF ANTENNA SYTMS LAB & PROF EMERITUS OF ELECTRICAL ENGIN (2005)
• AJIT SADANA - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (2004)
• Wei-Yin Chen - PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (2003)
• SAM SHU-YI WANG - DIR EMER, NCCE & FAP BARNARD, DIST PROF EMER OF MECH ENGIN (2002)
• AHMED KISHK - DIR OF ANTENNA SYTMS LAB & PROF EMERITUS OF ELECTRICAL ENGIN (2001)
• Dianne Roberts Welch - MANAGER OF PROJECT RESOURCES FOR THE MISSISSIPPI MINERAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE (0)
• Lynne McAlla Trusty - SECRETARY II (0)
• Jeffery Anthony Hubbard - NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR (0)
• Carrie Dawn Long - ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT (0)
• Aubrey D Bolen - STAFF ASSISTANT (0)
• BETHANY FERGUSON LAVALLEY - ACADEMIC COUNSELOR (0)
• DOROTHY ANNE LLOYD - SENIOR SECRETARY (0)
• MARTYE F HICKMAN - SUPERVISOR, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SHOPS (0)
• BERNICE HEROD - SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY (0)
• GENE LAMAR WALKER - INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN (0)
• Cathy A Grace - ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING (0)
• GARY W DENNING - SENIOR ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (0)
• GENE LAMAR WALKER - INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN (0)
• DORIS T VINSON - SENIOR SECRETARY (0)
• R. B. PRIVETT - ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING (0)
Faculty Achievement Award

The Faculty Achievement Award is given annually to recognize unusual effort in the classroom, involvement with students, and active scholarship.

- Beth Ann Fennelly - PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2018)
- Daniel Edmund O'Sullivan - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2017)
- Karen L Raber - PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2014)
- STEPHEN JOHN CUTLER - CHAIR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY, PHARMACOLOGY AND PHARMACOGNOSY; RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF COBRE (2013)
- Judson D Watson - ACTING CHAIR AND HOWRY CHAIR IN FAULKNER STUDIES AND PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2012)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2010)
- SHEILA SKEMP - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY (2009)
- DOUGLAS ROBINSON - PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AND DIRECTOR OF FIRST YEAR WRITING (2008)
- GARY R GASTON - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF BIOLOGY (2007)
- Ellen Lackey - PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS RESEARCH GROUP TEST FACILITIES (1999)
- MITCHELL A AVERY - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (1998)
- WILLIAM A STATON - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MATHEMATICS (1997)
- IRVING W WATERS - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RES PROF EMER IN RIPS (1997)
- CHARLES E SMITH - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (1993)
- Jeffrey A Doux - PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (1991)
- MARY JEANNE KALLMAN - ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (1990)
- Maurice R Eftink - ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF ACCREDITATION (1987)
- Dale L Flesher - ASSOCIATE DEAN, PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND BURNS CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (1987)
- TONYA KAY FLESHER - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY (1986)

Frist Service Award

- Kerri D Scott - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF FORENSIC CHEMISTRY (2018)
- Ryan Lowery Upshaw - ASSISTANT DEAN FOR STUDENT SERVICES (2018)
• Robert D Brown - PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (2017)
• Donald L Dyer - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANG UAGES (2017)
• Whitman Smith - DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS (2017)
• Luca Bombelli - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY (2015)
• Anne Dorsey McCauley - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY (2015)
• Carol Bennett Forsythe - SECRETARY II (2014)
• Denis Charles Goulet - INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR OF LABORATORY PROGRAMS (2014)
• Amy Marie Saxton - OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR (2013)
• Marvin C Wilson - ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS OF ACADEMIC AND STUDENT AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2013)
• R Dewey Knight - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS & FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE (2012)
• ERIC T WEBER - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP (2012)
• LARRY A COX - GWENETTE P. AND JACK W. ROBERTSON, JR. CHAIR OF INSURANCE AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2011)
• BARBARA GAIL WRIGHT - NURSE PRACTITIONER (2011)
• Thelma L Curry - UNIVERSITY POLICE OFFICE II (2010)
• Charles W Eagles - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY (2010)
• Valeria Beasley Ross - RESEARCH ASSOCIATE AND ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS AND FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE (2010)
• MICHAEL W JOHANSSON - DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS (2009)
• Ellen B Meacham - ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION (2009)
• Aileen Ajootian - PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS & ART (2008)
• Marc K Showalter - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION (2008)
• BILLY A BARRIOS - STAFF PSYCHOLOGIST AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (2007)
• JOHN P JUERGENS - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION (2007)
• GLORIA J MCGREGOR - RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, COORDINATOR OF STUDENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2007)
• VAUGHN L GRISHAM - ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN (2006)
• John W Winkle - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE (2006)
• M BECKETT HOWORTH - DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF ADMISSIONS (2005)
• David E Willson - DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY BAND AND PROFESSOR OF MUSIC (2005)
• MARJORIE Potts - SENIOR SECRETARY (2004)
• MARJORIE Potts - SENIOR SECRETARY (2004)
• MARJORIE Potts - SENIOR SECRETARY (2004)
• MELINDA PULLEN CARLSON - DIRECTOR OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND STUDENT CONDUCT (2003)
• James M O'Neal - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROF OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (2003)
• MAX R MILLER - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF PROJECTS (2002)
• TERRY L PANHORST - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING (2002)
• Donald R Cole - ASSISTANT PROFOSVAT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS (2001)
• Linda G Sparrow - SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR, ACADEMIC ADVISOR AND INSTRUCTOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (2001)
• MARY E TILLMAN - RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTOR (2000)
• MARY E TILLMAN - RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTOR (2000)
• SUE L HODGE - ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN (1999)
• WILLIAM A STATON - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MATHEMATICS (1999)
• VAUGHN L GRISHAM - PROFESSOR EMERITUS AND DIRECTOR OF THE GOEORGE MCLEAN CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (1998)
• JUDITH D Trott - DEAN EMERITA OF STUDTS & ASST PROF EMER OF LEA & COU EDUCATI (1998)
• VIRGINIA MARGARET PATTERSON - ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR II (1997)
• KIRK L WAKEFIELD - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (1997)
• BARBARA B LEETON - ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR I (1996)
• Patricia C Treloar - DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES (1996)
• PAMELA B LAWHEAD - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE (1995)
• Thomas J Reardon - DEAN EMERITUS OF STUDENTS (1995)

Award for Excellence in Graduate Teaching and Mentoring

Criteria: impact on graduate students, excellence in supervision of student research or professional practice, excellence in graduate classroom instruction, and other contributions to improved instruction, including influence on the graduate curriculum.

• A M Rajendran - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (2018)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2014)
College of Liberal Arts - Cora Lee Graham Outstanding Teaching of Freshmen

In 1984, Cora Lee Graham of Union City, Tennessee, established an endowment and directed that the proceeds from her gift be used to help retain your better professors who teach the freshman classes in the College of Liberal Arts.

- **Alan M Gross** - PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (2013)
- **Irene K Cotelo** - LECTURER IN SPANISH (2018)
- **Molly Claire Pasco-Pranger** - CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS (2018)
- **Steven R Davis** - PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (2017)
- **Joshua Kemp Brinley** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF STUDIO ART FOUNDATIONS (2016)
- **HILARY WILLS BECKER** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS (2015)
- **MELVIN S ARRINGTON** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2014)
- **Sarah M Moses** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF RELIGION (2013)
- **Jeffrey T Jackson** - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY (2012)
- **ERIC T WEBER** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP (2011)
- **Sarah Louisa Haney** - TUTOR (2010)
- **Gregory S Tschumper** - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (2009)
- **Tamar Goulet** - PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY (2008)
- **Joe Turner Cantu** - PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS (2006)
- **Aileen Ajoitan** - PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS & ART (2005)
- **GARY R GASTON** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF BIOLOGY (2002)
- **Timothy W Nordstrom** - PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (2001)
- **Walter E Cleland** - ASSOCIATE CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (1997)
- **HANS-JURGEN GAYCKEN** - PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (1996)
- **Cornelis Gispen** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY (1994)
- **WILLIAM D SCOTT** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (1993)
- **Gerard J Buskses** - PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS (1992)
- **Jeffrey R Watt** - COOK CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF HISTORY (1991)
- **Jon F Parcher** - RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (1987)

Elsie M. Hood Outstanding Teacher Award

The Elsie M. Hood Outstanding Teacher of the Year for the University is selected from nominations submitted by students, alumni and faculty.

- **Ann Elizabeth Monroe** - ASSISTANT DEAN, DIRECTOR OF ASSESSMENT, AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF TEACHER EDUCATION (2018)
- **John M Czarnetzky** - PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MITCHELL, MCNUTT & SAMS DISTINGUISHED LECTURER (2016)
- **Ann Fisher-Wirth** - PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2014)
- **William W Berry** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND FRANK MONTAGUE JR PROFESSORSHIP OF LEGAL STUDIES & PROFESSIONALISM (2013)
- **Ethel Young Scurlock** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES AND SENIOR FELLOW OF LUCKYDAY RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE (2011)
- **John R Neff** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY (2009)
- **Gregory Alan Schirmer** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (2008)
- **LAURDELLA FOULKES-LEY** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF MUSIC (2006)
- **IRVING W WATERS** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RES PROF EMER IN RIPS (2004)
- **RON G DALE** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ART (2002)
- **Ronald A Schroeder** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (2001)
- **Morris H Stocks** - PROFESSOR AND DON JONES CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (1998)
- **COLBY H KULLMAN** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (1997)
• **ROBERT A WEEMS** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1994)
• Danielle L Mattern - PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY (1992)
• **RODNEY P MALONE** - CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (1989)
• **WILLIAM A STATON** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MATHEMATICS (1988)
• Natalie Schroeder - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (1987)
• **GUTHRIE T ABBOTT** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1986)
• James W Davis - PEERY PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (1985)
• John W Winkle - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE (1980)
• **VAUGHN L GRISHAM** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS AND DIRECTOR OF THE GOEORGE MCLEAN CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (1978)
• **Gloria D Kellum** - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA FOR UNIV RELATIONS AND PROFESSOR (1975)
• RONALD F BORNE - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (1972)

**Distinguished Faculty Fellows (Liberal Arts)**
In 2002, the College of Liberal Arts began the Distinguished Faculty Fellowship Program to reward and support senior faculty members who have distinguished records of research, teaching, and service.

• JAY K JOHNSON - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ANTHROPOLOGY (2007)
• Richard Raspet - PRINCIPAL SCIENTIST (2007)
• **DAVID E GRAVES** - PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY (2003)
• Alan M Gross - PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (2003)
• H BARRY HANNAH - WRITER IN RESIDENCE (2003)

**School of Accountancy Outstanding Teacher of the Year**
- Victoria Lynn Dickinson - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2018)
- **TONYA KAY FLESHER** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY (2017)
- Rachna Prakash - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2016)
- Dave L Nichols - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND HORNE, LLP LECTURER (2015)
- **TONYA KAY FLESHER** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY (2013)
- Victoria Lynn Dickinson - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2012)
- Dave L Nichols - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND HORNE, LLP LECTURER (2011)
- J Riley Shaw - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (2010)
- **TONYA KAY FLESHER** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY (2009)
- James W Davis - PEERY PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (2008)
- Dave L Nichols - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND HORNE, LLP LECTURER (2007)
- J Riley Shaw - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (2006)
- HOMER H BURKETT - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS (2005)
- **BARRY J BRYAN** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2001)
- **JUDITH CASSIDY** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (1999)
- **TONYA KAY FLESHER** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY (1998)
- Dave L Nichols - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND HORNE, LLP LECTURER (1997)
- Wallace Mark Wilder - DEAN AND KPMG CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (1996)
- James W Davis - PEERY PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (1993)
- Dave L Nichols - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND HORNE, LLP LECTURER (1992)
- **CHARLES W TAYLOR** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY (1990)
- James W Davis - PEERY PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (1988)
- **TONYA KAY FLESHER** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY (1986)
- James W Davis - PEERY PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (1983)

**School of Accountancy Researcher of the Year**
- Brett Wooten Cantrell - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION (2018)
- **Dale L Flesher** - ASSOCIATE DEAN, PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND BURNS CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY (2017)
School of Business Administration, Outstanding Campus MBA Professor of the Year

- **Milorad Novicevic** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2017)
- **Charles Clay Dibrell** - WM W GRESHAM JR ENTREPRENEURIAL LECTURER AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2015)
- **CHRISTOPHER HOWELL THOMAS** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2014)
- **Charles Clay Dibrell** - WM W GRESHAM JR ENTREPRENEURIAL LECTURER AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2013)
- **Charles Clay Dibrell** - WM W GRESHAM JR ENTREPRENEURIAL LECTURER AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2010)
- **MARK N BING** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2008)
- **Anthony Paul Ammeter** - DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH & CONTINUING STUDIES, ASSOCIATE PROVOST, DEAN OF GENERAL STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT & MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (2006)
- **DARREN CLINTON TREADWAY** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (2006)
- **CHARLES ARTHUR INGENE** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2005)
- **Sam Cousley** - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2004)
- **CHARLES ARTHUR INGENE** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2002)

School of Business Administration, Outstanding Junior Researcher

- **Seong K Byun** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2018)
- **Saim Kashmiri** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2017)
- **Richard John Gentry** - MAC ELLIOTT CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2016)
- **Maria Bailey Gondo** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2015)
- **Maria Bailey Gondo** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2014)
- **Christopher Lowe Newman** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2014)
- **MATTHEW DAVID HILL** - J.ED TURNER CHAIR OF REAL ESTATE AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2012)
- **CHRISTOPHER HOWELL THOMAS** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2011)
- **MARK N BING** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2010)
- **MATTHEW DAVID HILL** - J.ED TURNER CHAIR OF REAL ESTATE AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2009)
- **JAMES ARTHUR MEURS** - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2009)
- **Kathleen Petrie Fuller** - TOM B SCOTT CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2008)
School of Business Administration, Outstanding Publication

- Saim Kashmiri - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2018)
- Richard John Gentry - MAC ELLIOTT CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2017)
- Christopher Lowe Newman - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2016)
- HUA CHEN - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2015)
- Richard John Gentry - MAC ELLIOTT CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2013)
- Victoria Bush - DONNA RUTH ROBERTS SCHOLAR AND PROFESSOR (2012)
- CHRISTOPHER HOWELL THOMAS - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2012)
- Ivonne Andrea Liebenberg - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2011)
- FAN CHEN - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2010)
- Kathleen Petrie Fuller - TOM B SCOTT CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2009)
- MARK N BING - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2008)
- NITIKA GARG - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2007)

School of Business Administration, Outstanding Senior Researcher

- Richard John Gentry - MAC ELLIOTT CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2018)
- VISHAL K GUPTA - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2016)
- Bahram Alidaee - PROFESSOR OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2006)
- MICHAEL HARVEY - DISTINGUISHED CHAIR OF GLOBAL BUSINESS AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2005)

School of Business Administration, Outstanding PMBA Professor of the Year

- Richard John Gentry - MAC ELLIOTT CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT (2018)
- Sam Cousley - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2017)
- Marcia Lynn Phillips Kugele - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE (2016)
- Sam Cousley - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2015)
- Sam Cousley - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING (2014)
- Bart L Garner - INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES (2013)
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School of Education Researcher of the Year
- Kevin P Holmes - Professor Emerita of Elementary Education (2017)
- Denise A Soares - Associate Professor of Special Education and Assistant Chair of Teacher Education (2016)
- Joel C Amidon - Professor of Secondary Education (2015)
- Allan Edward Bellman - Professor of Mathematics Education (2014)
- Kevin B Melear - Professor of Higher Education (2013)
- Kevin B Stoltz - Associate Professor of Leadership & Counselor Education (2012)
- Angela Till Barlow - Associate Professor of Curriculum and Instruction (2011)
- Kevin B Melear - Professor of Higher Education (2010)
- Barbara J Dougherty - Professor of Curriculum and Instruction (2009)
- Rosusan D Bartee - Professor of Leadership & Counselor Education (2008)
- Kevin B Melear - Professor of Higher Education (2007)
- Marilyn S Snow - Associate Professor Emerita of Counselor Education (2006)
- Deborah A Cheassin - Professor Emerita of Curriculum and Instruction (2005)
- Kevin B Melear - Professor Emerita of Elementary Education (2004)
- Michael K Ponton - Associate Professor of Leadership & Counselor Education (2003)
- William Joseph Sumrall - Professor of Elementary Education and Coordinator of Undergraduate Programs (2002)
- David Rock - Dean of the School of Education and Professor of Curriculum & Instruction (2001)
- Jean M Shaw - Professor Emerita of Curriculum and Instruction (2000)

School of Engineering, Faculty Service Award
- Hunain Said Alkhateb - Associate Professor of Civil Engineering (2018)
- Dwight Ernest Waddell - Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, Academic Program Director of Biomedical Engineering, and Research Associate Professor of Health, Exercise (2017)
- Adam Eugene Smith - Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering and Academic Director of General Engineering (2016)
- Cristiane Januzzi Queiroz Surbeck - Associate Dean for Academic & Student Affairs in the School of Engineering and Associate Professor of Civil Engineering (2015)
- Marni Reeves Kendrick - Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Academics (2014)
- Richard K Gordon - Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering (2012)
- Gregory L Eaasson - Assistant Dean for Research & Graduate Programs for the School of Engineering, Director of the Mississippi Mineral Resources Institute, and Professor of Geology & Geological Engineering (2011)
- Wei-Yin Chen - Professor of Chemical Engineering (2010)
- Elizabeth Kaye Ervin - Associate Professor of Civil Engineering (2009)
- Dawn E Wilkins - Chair and Professor of Computer & Information Science (2008)
- Prabhakar R Mantena - Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2007)
- Tyrus A McCarty - Assistant Dean for Special Initiatives in the School of Engineering, Assistant Chair and Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Acting Chair of Mechanical Engineering (2006)
- Atif Z Elsherbeni - Associate Dean Emeritus for Research and Graduate Programs and Professor of Electrical Engineering (2005)
- Alexander H D Cheng - Professor of Civil Engineering (2004)
- Pamela B Lawhead - Associate Professor Emerita of Computer and Information Science (2003)
- Allen W Glisson - Chair Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (2002)
- Waheed Uddin - Professor of Civil Engineering and Director of the Center for Advanced Infrastructure Technology (2001)

School of Engineering, Faculty Teaching Award
- Adam Eugene Smith - Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering and Academic Director of General Engineering (2018)
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- **GUTHRIE T ABBOTT** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (2001)
- **GEORGE C COCHRAN** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (2000)
- **John M Czarnetzky** - PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MITCHELL, MCNUTT & SAMS DISTINGUISHED LECTURER (1999)
- **ROBERT A WEEMS** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1999)
- **ROBERT A WEEMS** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1998)
- **John M Czarnetzky** - PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MITCHELL, MCNUTT & SAMS DISTINGUISHED LECTURER (1997)
- **WILLIAM M CHAMPION** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1996)
- **Robert C Khayat** - CHANCELLOR EMERITUS, BOARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF LAW AND CONSULTANT IN UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT (1994)
- **WILLIAM M CHAMPION** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1993)
- **GUTHRIE T ABBOTT** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1992)
- **WILLIAM M CHAMPION** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1990)
- **ROBERT A WEEMS** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1989)
- **WILLIAM M CHAMPION** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1987)
- **GEORGE C COCHRAN** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1985)
- **GUTHRIE T ABBOTT** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1984)
- **DEBORAH H BELL** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF LAW (1983)
- **WILLIAM M CHAMPION** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1981)
- **ROBERT A WEEMS** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1980)
- **GUTHRIE T ABBOTT** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1976)
- **GUTHRIE T ABBOTT** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW (1974)

**School of Law Ben Hardy Faculty Service Award**
The Ben A. Hardy Faculty Excellence Award recognizes outstanding teaching, scholarship and service by a faculty member of the School of Law. The recipient is selected annually by the Dean and the President of the Law School Student Body.
- **Michele Alexandre** - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT AND INTELLECTUAL LIFE, PROFESSOR OF LAW, AND LEONARD B MELVIN LECTURER IN LAW (2016)
- **Donna Raye Davis** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW (2015)
- **Karen O Green** - PROFESSOR EMERITA OF LAW (2014)
- **E Farish Percy** - PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MISSISSIPPI DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION DISTINGUISHED LECTURER (2013)

**SOP Advanced Pharmacy Practice Experience Preceptor of the Year Award**
Preceptors who demonstrate high standards of professionalism receive this award. Preceptors are chosen by the members of the Doctor of Pharmacy graduating class.
- **Laurie Warrington Fleming** - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2016)

**School of Pharmacy Doctor of Pharmacy Class Teacher of the Year**
Presented to those with full-time Pharmacy Practice Department appointments or are facilitators who are directly involved with instruction in the PY3 problem based learning program.
- **Laurie Warrington Fleming** - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2011)
- **Justin Joseph Sherman** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2010)

**School of Pharmacy Distinguished Teaching Scholar**
The Distinguished Teaching Scholars Program recognizes excellence in teaching and dedication to student achievement. Recipients of the awards serve a three-year term and receive an annual stipend.
- **Kim Griffin Adcock** - DIRECTOR OF FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2018)
- **Kim Griffin Adcock** - DIRECTOR OF FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2017)
- **Robert John Doerksen** - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND...
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2017)
- ANTHONY JOHN RIMOLDI - (2017)
- Erin Renee Holmes - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2016)
- Kristine L Willett - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2016)
- Erin Renee Holmes - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2014)
- Kristine L Willett - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2014)

School of Pharmacy, Faculty Instructional Innovations Award
- Jamie Leigh Wagner - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (2018)
- Donna Sue West Strum - ASSOCIATE PROVOST, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2016)
- Gary D Theilman - COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2014)
- MATTHEW WARREN STRUM - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2013)
- Daniel M Riche - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND IN THE RESEARCH (2011)
- Thomas K Harrell - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2008)
- Gary D Theilman - COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2001)

School of Pharmacy Faculty Research Award
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2007)
- Daneel Ferreira - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2005)
- Larry A Walker - DIRECTOR EMERITUS, NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS, RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES; PROFESSOR EMERITUS, PHARMACOLOGY; AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR EMERITUS FOR BASIC RESEARCH. - (2003)
- MARK T HAMANN - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHARMACOLOGY; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2001)
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• Mahmoud A Elsohly - RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS (1999)
• MITCHELL A AVERY - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (1997)
• William H Benson - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (1996)
• James D McChesney - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR (1995)
• CHARLES D HUFFORD - ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS OF RESEARCH AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOGENOXY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (1994)
• ALICE M CLARK - VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA, FREDERICK A.P. BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACOGENOXY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITA (1993)

School of Pharmacy, Thelma Cerniglia Distinguished Teaching Scholar
The Distinguished Teaching Scholars Program at the School of Pharmacy honors and awards faculty who have made outstanding contributions in teaching and demonstrated extraordinary dedication to student welfare and achievement.
• BRIAN L CRABTREE - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2013)
• Gary D Theilman - COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2013)
• BRIAN L CRABTREE - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2012)
• Gary D Theilman - COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2012)
• BRIAN L CRABTREE - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2011)
• Gary D Theilman - COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2011)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2010)
• Alicia S Bouldin - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2010)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2009)
• Alicia S Bouldin - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2009)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2008)
• Alicia S Bouldin - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2008)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2007)
• Alicia S Bouldin - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2007)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2006)
• Alicia S Bouldin - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2006)
• John P Bentley - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2005)
• Alicia S Bouldin - ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2005)

School of Pharmacy, Clinical Sciences Teaching Award
• Katie Elizabeth Barber - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2018)
• Gary D Theilman - COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2017)
• Richard L Ogletire - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2016)
• Laurie Warrington Fleming - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2015)
• Richard L Ogletire - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2014)
• Laurie Warrington Fleming - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2013)
• Laurie Warrington Fleming - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2012)
• Laurie Warrington Fleming - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2011)
• Justin Joseph Sherman - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2010)
• Daniel M Riche - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND IN THE RESEARCH (2009)
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- George Phillip Avers - CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2008)
- George Phillip Avers - CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2007)
- BRUCE R Parks - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2002)
- CAROL R Neely - CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR IN CLINICAL PHARMACY PRACTICE (2001)
- Kristie M Gholson - CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR (2000)
- SHARON R Dickey - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (1999)
- Donna H Bingham - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (1997)
- BRUCE R Parks - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (1996)

School of Pharmacy, Cumberland Pharmaceuticals Inc. Faculty Research Award
- Marc Slattery - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, DIRECTOR OF NIUST (2018)
- Sathyanarayana Narasimha Murthy - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2017)
- Ikhlas A Khan - DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR; RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS (2016)
- BABU LAL TEKWANI - PRINCIPAL SCIENTIST AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY (2015)
- Mahmoud A Elsohly - RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS (2011)
- Marc Slattery - PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, DIRECTOR OF NIUST (2010)
- Samir Anis Ross - RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY (2009)
- Ikhlas A Khan - DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR; RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS (2008)

School of Pharmacy, Dean's Advisory Committee Distinguished Teaching Scholar
The Distinguished Teaching Scholars Program at the School of Pharmacy honors and awards faculty who have made outstanding contributions in teaching and demonstrated extraordinary dedication to student welfare and achievement.
- ANTHONY JOHN RIMOLDI - (2017)
- David J McCaffrey - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2013)
- David J McCaffrey - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2012)
- David J McCaffrey - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2011)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2010)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2009)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2008)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2007)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2006)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2005)

School of Pharmacy Faculty Service Award
- David A Colby - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS FOR BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2018)
- Laurie Warrington Fleming - DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2017)
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- **David J McCaffrey** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2014)

- **Kristine L Willett** - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2014)

- **Erin Renee Holmes** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2013)

- **Michael L Warren** - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2012)


- **David J McCaffrey** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2010)

- **Christopher R McCurdy** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2009)

- **RACHEL ROBINSON** - CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2008)

- **BRIAN L CRABTREE** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2007)


- **Thomas K Harrell** - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2005)


- **John P Bentley** - CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2001)

- **David J McCaffrey** - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2000)


- **WILBUR MARVIN DAVIS** - INSTRUCTOR EMERitus of PHarmacology (1997)


- **JOE B MCCASKILL** - ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND ASSISANT PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (1994)

- **KERYB E LADNER** - DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE BUREAU OF PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES AND INSTRUCTOR EMERITUS IN PHARMACY (1993)

School of Pharmacy, Galen Order Distinguished Teaching Scholar

The Distinguished Teaching Scholars Program at the School of Pharmacy honors and awards faculty who have made outstanding contributions in teaching and demonstrated extraordinary dedication to student welfare and achievement.


School of Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Sciences Teacher of the Year

- **STEPHEN JOHN CUTLER** - CHAIR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY, PHARMACOLOGY AND PHARMACOGNOSY; RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF COBRE (2012)
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School of Pharmacy New Investigator Research Award
Presented to a new investigator who is within six years of her/his first academic appointment, and who has achieved exemplary levels of research and scholarly productivity during the preceding three academic years at the University of Mississippi.

- Katie Elizabeth Barber - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE (2016)
- Tracy A Brooks - ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2014)
- DAVID B MURRAY - ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY (2013)
- RAHUL KHANNA - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2012)
- Soumajit Majumdar - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE PROGRAMS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR (2011)

Pharmaceutical Sciences PY1 Teacher of the Year
The Pharmaceutical Sciences PY1 Teacher of the Year award is voted on by the PY1 class. Eligible faculty are those with full-time appointments in the School of Pharmacy who are involved with the instruction of students in the B.S.P.S. degree program.

- Soumajit Majumdar - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE PROGRAMS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR (2014)
- David J McCaffrey - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2013)
- Soumajit Majumdar - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE PROGRAMS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR (2012)
- David J McCaffrey - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION (2010)

Pharmaceutical Sciences PY2 Teacher of the Year
The Pharmaceutical Sciences PY2 Teacher of the Year award is voted on by the PY2 class. Eligible faculty are those with full-time appointments in the School of Pharmacy who are involved with the instruction of students in the B.S.P.S. degree program.

- Tracy A Brooks - ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2017)
- Tracy A Brooks - ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2016)
- Tracy A Brooks - ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2015)
- Erin Renee Holmes - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2014)
- Tracy A Brooks - ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2013)
- STEPHEN JOHN CUTLER - CHAIR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY, PHARMACOLOGY AND PHARMACOGNOSY; RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF COBRE (2012)
- Erin Renee Holmes - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES (2011)
- Christopher R McCurdy - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES (2010)

University of Mississippi Humanities Teacher of the Year
The College of Liberal Arts and the Mississippi Humanities Council co-sponsor this award to highlight an outstanding humanities faculty member each fall during Arts and Humanities Month in October.

- HILARY WILLIS BECKER - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS (2015)
- Judson D Watson - ACTING CHAIR AND HOWRY CHAIR IN FAULKNER STUDIES AND PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2014)
- Felice A Coles - PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2013)
• **Jeffrey T Jackson** - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY (2012)
• **Beth Ann Fennelly** - PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2011)
• **Jason E Klodt** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2010)
• **John R Neff** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY (2009)
• **Daniel Edmund O'Sullivan** - CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2008)
• **Jeffrey R Watt** - COOK CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF HISTORY (2007)
• **Aileen Ajootian** - PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS & ART (2005)
• **Donald L Dyer** - ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES (2004)
• **Ethel Young Scurlock** - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES AND SENIOR FELLOW OF LUCKYDAY RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE (2003)
• **BENJAMIN F FISHER** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (2001)
• **Kathryn B McKee** - MCMULLAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOUTHERN STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH (2001)
• **MARY E STUCKEY** - PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (1999)
• **WINTHROP D JORDAN** - WILLIAM F WINTER PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND PROFESSOR OF AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES (1998)
• **CHARLES R WILSON** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY AND SOUTHERN STUDIES (1997)
• **COLBY H KULLMAN** - PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH (1995)